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Frankfurt, 06. Februar 2018

Emergency shadow report
because of a lack of human rights reporting
of the Report of the German Institute for Human Rights in the framework of Germany's
third review in the Universal Periodic Review of the UN Human Rights Council 2018
and the report of the National Coalition on the implementation of children's rights

Dear Sir or Madam,
An emergency report on german state-report by self-defence is necessary, because a
violation of international law is hidden within the state.
400 000 victims of instituionalized violence of the state have been abused and mistreated
as underage persons and exploited through forced labour. They were withhold from right
for education.
The german state is responsible fo the injury of its duty of supervison as against third party
fault including government liability. The german state refuses to provide mechanism for
reparation and recovery of dignity.
The victims informed the german government, the National Coalition and the Institute for
Human Rights regarding missing proprietrary rights (obligations to protect from the
resolution 60/147and article 39 of the Convention for the Rights of Children).
The free development of the personality of the victims is injured. State duty to protect and
legal process does not exist. The victims live in a legal vacuum. The victims does not have
a individual right of appeal in front of the United Nations.
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If the victims stay under conditions which one can compare with conditions of euthanasia,
they will die in average 30 years earlier as normal. When somebody does not reach the
average age it means that he or she is killed.
The group of victims demands therefore the installation of a special court, which appoints
legally binding the number of victims, the kind of crime und the persons in charge of guilt
regarding international law. Such an installation is refused through German Government.
and German Bundestag. ,
As the group of victims distrust the german Institute of Human Rights, which is installed
yánd financed by the state, and the members of the National-Coaltion, which work for the
church or in youth welfare, because many of the crimes happened in facilities of the
church, and the problematic of victims was ignored in reports, the group of victims uses
the instrument of Emergency shadow report.
The victims demand the immediate implementation of the norms of article 39 of the
Convention on the Rights of the Child. The installation of an Victims Compensation Act for
underage people, all other demmanded arrangements and mechanism for compensation
for personal suffering to get reparation regarding the suffering and the adjustment of
following damages. For legally binding rehabilitation the installment of a Special Criminal
Court and for compliant in front of the United Nations, a Individual complaint , which is
written in the 3. optional protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child .
Only through these mechanism the murder of the group of victims can have an end and
the suspicion of of kind of genocid can be eliminated.
Its asked to hear the representation of the german state and to advice for the
implemantation of the Human Rights.
The original German version of the complaint is attached.

Sincerely

Appendix: Evidence

Robby Basler

Personal data: born XX, 19XX in XXXXXXX

Infos: www.kinderrechte-blog.byme-magazin.de
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